Snapshot report

Under the agreement for 2014
Eidsvold State School received $20,943.50

Our full 2014 agreement can be found here: <insert link to 2014 agreement>

Our school strategies are on track to meet or exceed our targets

During 2014, we have focused on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students. After reviewing our Great Results Guarantee agreement, it is clear that we are on track to meet or exceed our targeted student outcomes. We continue to implement our strategies to ensure that every student succeeds.

Strategies implemented include:

- THRASS professional Development for all classroom staff to implement the intensive teaching of Standard Australian English through THRASS strategies
- Reading professional development for all staff based on Firsts Steps Reading and Junior Secondary Reading modules to implementing an intensive reading program

Our school strategies are showing substantial progress toward our targets

After reviewing our Great Results Guarantee agreement, it is clear that we have made progress toward our targeted student outcomes. We will continue to focus on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students, and adjust our strategies as needed to ensure every student succeeds.

Strategies implemented include: Observe, monitor/track and provide feedback to all classroom staff about their knowledge of explicit teaching, delivery of weekly intensive reading lessons, data captured and alignment of teaching with the wider literacy program.